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 Why is the graph size not changed to width and height 

set in program

 How to maximize the graph size

 How to change graph position in the output

 How to have two different graphs in one page

 How to add space between plot area and graph edge or 

annotation area

 How to remove the border line of graph



 ODS Printer (PDF) default margin is 0.25 inch from each side

 Coming up examples 1-7 are using the default margin and 

landscape orientation

11 in

8.5 in

10.5 in

8 in

0.25 in 0.25 in

0.25 in

0.25 in

Available space



 Turn on background color for available space 

 ODS layout with background color of layout area  

Ex. 1



 Available space:

W 10.5 in x H 8 in

 Layout area:

W 8 in x H 7 in

 Graph size is 

determined by 

SAS default as

aspect ratio:

H =0.75 x W

8 in

10.5 in

8 in

7 in



 WilI graph height increase if layout height is increased to 8in?

8 in

10.5 in

8 in

8 in

 Answer is no

 Graph size is still 

determined by SAS 

default as

aspect ratio:

H =0.75 x W

 There is warning 

message:

 Don’t forget title 

and footnote take 

space too



 WilI graph height increase if title footnotes are removed?

8 in

10.5 in
8 in

 Answer is no

 But warning 

message is gone 

and layout is 

correct W 8 x H 8

 Graph size is still 

determined by SAS 

default as

aspect ratio:

H =0.75 x W

8 in



 Add ODS Graphics / width= height= options to be the same size as layout area

8 in

10.5 in

 You don’t see the 

pink anymore

 Graph size is correct 

W 8 x H 7

 Maximize the graph 

size in layout area

7 in

8 in



8 in

10.5 in

 Layout is forced to be 

smaller

 There is warning 

message:

 Graph size is 

determined by SAS 

default as

aspect ratio:

H =0.75 x W

5.67 in

8 in

 What will happen to layout and graph area



 Add ODS Region x= y= width= height= with ODS Graphics / width= height= options

8 in

10.5 in

7 in (L)

8 in (L)

x=0in 

y=1in

x=4in y=1in
4 in (R)

6 in (R)

4 in (R)

6 in (R)

3 in (G) 3 in (G)

4 in (G)

 Region x, y is the 

top-left corner of 

layout container

 Two Region size are 

W4 x  H6

 Two graph size are 

correct W 3 x H 4

 Two different graphs 

in one page !



Ex17_layoutsizeW8H7_region_withgsizeW3H4_with_tf_with report.pdf
Ex17_layoutsizeW8H7_region_withgsizeW3H4_with_tf_with report.pdf


 By default, graph border and plot border will show in output

Graph Wall

Graph Wall

Plot Border

Plot Border



 Add noborder in Proc Sgplot statement to turn off plot border 

Graph Wall

Graph Wall



 Add nowall in Proc Sgplot statement to turn off graph wall’s fill



 Remove nowall in Proc Sgplot statement will block annotation that locates in plot area



 Apply template style with style GraphWalls from GraphWalls /FrameBorder = off

 Add ODS Graphics / noborder option

Ex12_forest-plot1-noframenoborder.pdf
Ex12_forest-plot1-noframenoborder.pdf


 By default, no padding is applied with graph 

No padding 

between graph and 

annotation



 Add pad=(bottom=15pct) in Proc Sgplot will reserve 15% extra space at bottom of graph

15% padding added 

between graph and 

annotation



 Add pad=(right=15pct) in Proc Sgplot will reserve 15% extra space at right of plot

15% padding added 

between plot and 

graph wall



 Add pad=(left=10pct) in yaxistable will reserve 10% space at left of the specified column

 Add pad=(right=10pct) in yaxistable will reserve 10% space at right of the specified column

15% padding added 

between plot and 

graph wall

10% padding added 

on the right of last 

column and plot 

border

10% padding added 

on the left of first 

column and plot 

border




